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Conservation laws of physical quantities U = t (ul' u2, ' ' ' , u~) are expressed in 
terms of the system of PDE'S: 
Ut + F(U)x = O, (x,t) e R x R+' (1) 
If the conserved quantities U = U(x, t) are differentiable, the conservation laws 
(1) are equivalent to the system of quasilinear PDE'S: 
U + F (U)U* = O, (x,t) e R x R+' (2) 
We assume that the system of equations (2) is hyperbolic : the ergenvalues 
(characteristic speeds) are real and distinct 
Al(U) < A2(U) < ･ ･ ･ < An(U), (3) 
and each characteristic direction is gem/inely nonlinear. 
Rj(U) ･ VAj ~ O. (4) 
Here Rj(U) denotes a right eigenvector of FI(U) associated to the eigenvalue 
Aj(U) . We study solutions to the system (1) together with the initial condition 
at t = O: 
U(x,O) = Uo(x), x e R (5) 
In particular, if the initial data have the form: 
Uo(x) - UL, x<0 (6) ~ UR, x>0 
this initial value problem is called the the Riemann problem. 
We start with Lax's work [15]; he generalized various consepts from fluid 
dynamics to general hyperbolic conservation laws (4), and showed that the so-










































2 Wave-FrOnt TraCking 
2.1 Approximation of Solutions the Riemann Problem 
We begin with the fundamental existence theorem of solutions to the Riemann 
problem (Lax [15]). 
Theorem 2.1 Asstlme that each characteristic directiou is either genuiuely 
nonlinear or linearly deger]erate. If IUL - URI is sufficiently small, then there 
exists a self-similar solution which consists of (n + 1) constant regions UL = 
Uo,Ul' ' ' " U,1 = UF con;nected by rarefaction waves, contact discontinuities 
and shock waves. Moreover the soliltion of this form is unique provided the 
intermediate constant vectors are restricted to ~. 
We construct an approximation of the solution. If Uj-1 and Uj are connected by 
a contact discontinuity or a shock wave, we leave it as it is. Suppose that thcse 
constant state are connected by a rarefaction wave and denote by Uj(e; Uo) the 
j-rarefaction curve issuing from Uo. For any positive h, we choose an integer k 
such that kh ~ cj < (k + 1)h and define constant states UJ(1) (o ~ I ~ k) by 
(1 l) UJ(o) = UJ I U(1) U (lh UJ_1) = Uj(h;Uj ~ )' (8) 
The approximation Uh(x,t) is defined by 
Uh(x t) - U(1) Aj(UJ(1))t < x < A'(U )t (1 - 0,1, k) (9) ' - j ' ' ('1+1) _ ..., J J 
(UJfk+1) = Uj)' This approximation consists of constant states separated by dis-
continuities in the j-th characteristic direction. These discontinuities are simply 
called j-waves and the approximation Un is called the h-approximatiol]. Obr 
viously, Uh converges to U in uniform convergence. The truncation error as a 
weak solution is expressed, by assuming the support of c is contained in [O, T:1, 
ffRXR { } = ~ cj' (10) fR Uo(:c)c(x O) dx O(hT) Uhct + F(Uh)c:r dxdt + 
2.2 Construction of Approximate Solutions 
Now we construct an approximate solution for general initial data by using 
the h-approxi-mation of the Biemann problem; we follow Risebro [20] . Let us 
assume for simplicity Uo(x) - Uoo e Ll(R) ~BV(R), Uoo = Uo(:1:00). First, for 
any positive h, we choose a sequence {xj}j=1 m R so that the approximation 
of the initial data by step functions 
Uoo' x < xl, Uo/'(x) = Uo(x~), xn < x<x~+1, 
















































































































Since the Lipschitz constant of XI'(t) is estimated by max~ IAj(U)1. The con-
vergence is obvious by Helly's theorem. 
Let A be a closed region in R2 surrounded by a generalized characteris-
tic and segments joining points of interaction. We use the following notation; 
L*(A) : the total amount of rarefactions (+) and shock waves (-) rcspectively 
leaving A (except for shock waves leaving x) . Ed: (A) : the total amount of 
rarefactions and shock waves entering A (except for shock waves entering X) , 
C(A) = ~peAC(P). Q(A) = ~peAQ(P). 
Lemma 3.1 (Approximate Conservation Laws) 
L+(A) = E+(A) -C(A) +0(1)Q(A), (19) 
L-(A) +L(X) = E-(A) + E(X) + C(A) +0(1)Q(A). (20) 
3.2 Properties of Weak Solutions 
The global interaction estimates (14)and ( 19) imply 
~Q(p) ~ O(1)(T.V.Uo)2, ~C(P) ~ O(1)T.V.Uo +0(1)(T.V.Uo)2. (21) 
Since the space of bounded Radon measure is compact with respect to the w*-
topology, there exist measures dQ, dC such that 
Ai~mo ~IJ Q (p) (22) = dQ, Ii4m0~JC(P) = d C P 
If the above measurcs are continuous at a point on a generalized characteristic 
curve, the limit U(X(t) d: O, t) exists. 
Theorem 3.1 The limit 
lim U(X(t) + 6,t) = U~(t) 
s~d:o 
exists on a 9eneralized j-characteristic curve e:cept for cour$table t. Denote 
[U(t)] = U+(t) _ U-(t). If [U(t)] ~ O, the Rankine-Hugoniot condition and 
the Lax entropy condition: 
X(t)[U(t)] [F(U(t))] A (U+(t)) < X(t) < A (U (t)) (23) 
hold, if [U(t)] = O. X(t) satisfies the eqtlation of the characteristic 





































4.2 Admissibility Criteria 
The system of conservation laws (25) Is endowed with the canonical entropy 
pair (total mechanical energy [16]): 
= u2 +J( cr(w)dw, q(U) = -ucr(v) ?
Let the interval [xl'x2] contain a finite number of jump discontinuities (28). 
The local entropy is given by ??
H(t; Xl ' X2) = n(U(X' t))dX' 
'l 
(32) 
By direct computation, we find that the rate of decay of local entropy is ex-
pressed as 
dt =~ ~ sf(v+,v ) q(U)l 
x* 
i~mp' 
where q(U)1~~ is the entropy flux and 
v~ f(v+' v_) = fv- l If(v dv - ~{a(v+) + cr(v )}(v+ ) (34) 
which is called the driving traction in [1]. We assume that the local entropy 
(32) is decreasing in time: 
sf(v+, v_) ~ O (35) 
holds at every discontinuity. At the shock waves, the Lax entropy condition 
implies the above inequality. At the phase boundary we adopt Abeyaratne-
Knowles' postulate that the speed of the discontinuity is the function of the 
driving traction: 
s = ~'(f), ~(O) = O, ~)/(f) > o (36) 
which they call the kinetic condition. They also assumed, and we also adopt, 
that no new phase occurs from any point in the interior of the a or P-phase, 
which is called the nucleation condition. Under these conditions, we obtain a 
unique admissible solution to the Riemann problem for (25). 
Theorern 4.1 Assume that ~) in (36) is a C2-function and satisfies ~F/(O) > 
O. If lv_ - vml, Iv+ ~ v~l, Iud: - uml are sufficiently small, then there exists 
a uniqtle admissible solution which consists of 4 constant regions connected by 
rarefaction waves, shock waves and a phase boundary. Moreover these constant 
states are differentiable with respect to the initial data (v:t , u:1: ) ' 
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4.3 Global Admissible Solutions 
Using the solution to the Riemann problem, we can construct a global in time 
solution to the initiai value problem whose initial data is a perturbation of the 
Maxwell states ?
_ (u_(x),v-(x)), for x <0, (u(x,O),v(x,O))- (u+(x),v+(x)), for x > o. (37) 
Theoreln 4.2 Assume that the same conditions as Theorem 4.1 hold. If 
T.V.lc<0(1'- (x) - vm)' T.V.1*>0(v+(x) - v~), T.V.1*<0 or e>0(u:1: (x) - um) 
are sufficiently small, then there exists a global in time weak soltJtion . Moreover, 
there exists a single bouridary of two phases which propagates along a Lipschitz 
ct'rve. 
Proof is carried out in the same manner as Chern [6] . In order to prove that 
the solution obtained is admissible, we need the Glimm-Lax theory involving a 
phase boundary. Since the phase boundary is subsonic and almost stationary, 
the theory is easier. We obtain 
Theorem 4.3 The linat 
lim U(X(t) + 6,t) = U:1:(t) 
s~d:o 
exists on the single boundary x = X(t) of two phases exept for countable t. 
Denote [U(t)] = U+(t) _ U-(t). Moreover, the Rankine-Hugoniot condition 
and the following kinetic condition holds. 
~(t)[U(t)] = [F(U(t))], ~(t) = ~'(f(v+(t), v~(t))). (38) 
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